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Abstract—Quantum hash functions are similar to classical (cryptographic) hash functions and their
security is guaranteed by physical laws. However, security of a primitive does not automatically
mean that protocols based on this primitive are secure. We propose protocols based on quantum
hash function and assess their security using Holevo entropy and recently introduced notion of
quantum information cost.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum hash functions are similar to classical (cryptographic) hash functions and their security is
guaranteed by physical laws. However, security of a primitive does not automatically mean that protocols
that use this primitive are secure. We propose two protocols based on quantum hash functions and
assess their security. We use Holevo entropy and recently introduced notion of quantum information
complexity.
Quantum hash functions used in this paper are good candidates for experimental implementation.
They use a small number of qubits and have an easy verifying procedure. The problem is that such
quantum hash functions require maximum entanglement.
Quantum hash functions were ﬁrst implicitly introduced in [1] as quantum ﬁngerprinting. Then
Gavirsky and Ito [2] noticed that quantum ﬁngerprinting can be used as cryptoprimitive.
[3] gave a deﬁnition and construction of non-binary quantum hash functions. Ziatdinov [4] showed
how to generalize quantum hashing to arbitrary ﬁnite groups. Recently, Vasiliev [5] showed how
quantum hash functions are connected with -biased sets. Ziatdinov [6] introduced keyed quantum
hash functions (QMAC).
Quantum hash functions map a classical message into a Hilbert space. Such space should be as
small as possible, so eavesdropper can’t read a lot of information about the classical message (this is
guaranteed by physical laws as Holevo–Nayak’s theorem states). But images of diﬀerent messages
should be as far apart as possible, so the recipient can check that hash diﬀer or not with high probability.
We measure this distance using an absolute value of scalar product of hashes of diﬀerent messages.
More detailed introduction to quantum hash functions can be found in Ablayev et al. [7].
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Next section contains necessary deﬁnitions. Section 3
contains deﬁnitions of analyzed protocols. Section 4 contains analysis of security of protocols based on
quantum information cost. Section 5 is devoted to computing Holevo entropy of quantum hash.
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